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time to get
ofF your tablet
and get On THe
EquipMent!
time to
know what
to Do before
geTting
STarTed.

We have the
world’s best
equipment
-- and now
I know how
to take care
of it!

FacT:
the brain
has a lot
in common
with body
muscle.
When it
doesn’t
get used,
it gets
weaker!

go read a
book for cryin’
out loud!

For years, the Army’s Preventive
maintenance Checks and Services
(PMCS) fell squarely on
uniformed shoulders.

…during
recent
years, many
maintenance
tasks
shifted to
contractors,
freeing up
Soldiers to
deploy and
fight.

PS is your
maintenance mentor,
your coach for
equipment care and
we’re here to pump up
your brain again.

The price
was a costly
loss in
knowledge;
not just
about PS
Magazine,
but all the
important
stuff
we cover,
cover to
cover.
Now things
have come
full circle.

When it was done day in and
day out (and by the TMs), PMCS
became a good habit. but…

PS 790

The Army is
looking to
its ranks
again and
expecting
PMCS stats
to soar.
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Follow the map to our
free app and the right
path to PMCS at:

https://www.logsa.army.
mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
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• Avoid Engine Hatch

Spring Surprise

• Don’t Jump to It!
• Mortar Tube

Maintenance Info

• Keep It Secure with

Cargo Nets!

• Watch Out For

Cradle Cracks

• Thumb Nose at

Thumbscrew Rust

PS 790
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Stryker…

Gonna replace
your engine hatch
gas springs, pal.

Hang
on!

Y’ sure
ya got
the right
ones?

Two different gas
springs can come with
NSN 3040-01-601-1055.
But only one is the
right one.

Mechanics, when
it’s time to replace
the Stryker’s
engine hatch gas
springs, make sure
you’re using the
right ones!

Luckily,
they’re easy to
tell apart.

You’ll know you have
the right gas spring
if it’s marked with
part number
C16-28949 .

PS 790
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The wrong gas spring has a
solid silver tip on both ends…

The force from jumping can

…and is four-and-a-half inches
longer than the right one.

wrong
right

Don’t jump through
commander’s or
driver’s hatch...

sn ap

the shear pin on the energy
attenuating (EA) seats.

4 1/2”

The shear pin replacement kit, NSN
5308-20-008-6803, is a critical
part of the EA seat that helps to
protect you during a blast.

it’s also marked with part number C16-26949.

Check part
number to
ensure you
have correct
gas spring

if you install
the wrong gas
spring, the gas
cylinder and
lower mounting
bracket, NSN
5340-21-921-3610,
are damaged.

Even worse,
the wrong gas
spring can’t
support as
much weight. So
the engine hatch
could fall and
hurt someone!

A damaged pin means the seat
can’t keep you safe if your
vehicle hits a mine or IED.

Drivers and vehicle commanders,
be sure to ease through the hatch
onto your seat, being careful not
to place all your weight on the
seat at once.

Units receiving the wrong gas spring can submit a supply discrepancy report

(SDR) through the Product Data Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP) at:
https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/

...onto energy
attenuating
(EA) seat...

Double V-Hull Stryker…

Be really careful if you’re
wearing full combat gear.
That’ll help protect those
shear pins from breaking.

ready or not,
here I come!

Also, don’t replace a broken
shear pin with a standard bolt.
The EA seat won’t work right with
a standard bolt and that’ll make
your Stryker NMC!

…or shear pin
can snap

easy,
feLla!
what’s the
big hURrY?

790 04-05.indd All Pages

Crewmen,
being in
a hurry
can cause
you big

problems!

especially if
you jump
through the
hatch of your
double V -hull
Stryker
into the
driver’s or
commander’s
seat.

Shear pins
have a

Take a look at the
shear pins on your
vehicle’s driver and
commander seats.
if the bolt head
isn’t bright red, ask your
mechanic to make sure that
a shear pin is installed.

bright red
bolt head.

PS 790
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M1129E1, M1252 Stryker
Mortar Carriers…

Wish there
was more info
on the mortar
tube!

You’re in luck! The
Evaluation of Cannon
Tubes TM will be
updated sOon.

When it comes to maintaining cannon tubes, the best info source out there is
TM 9-1000-202-14, Evaluation of Cannon Tubes. But unfortunately it doesn’t
include anything on the Stryker’s unique recoilless mortar system (RMS6-L) 120mm
mortar tube.
Don’t fret, though. That’s changing.
The next TM revision will have
plenty of information on operator
and field-level inspection criteria and
sustainment-level maintenance for
that tube. The revision is slated for
later this year.
In the meantime, you can find a
link to the complete maintenance
and inspection appendix that’s
being added to the TM by checking
out TACOM Maintenance Action
Message 18-006:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/
Info on Stryker’s 120mm mortar tube will be
Maintenance/message.cfm?id=
added to TM 9-1000-202-14
MA18-006.html

PS 790
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Stryker…

if O-only
I h-Had a
c-cargo
n-net!

Crewmen, cargo
nets comes in real
handy for your
Stryker.
They ensure all the
gear and equipment
on the outside of
your vehicle stay
strapped down tight,
no matter where the
mission takes you.
The nets fit all
Stryker variants,
including the double
V-hull Stryker.

Item

NSN

Side net
Top net
Rope lock
Footman loop
Quick tie down
Camless strap
Existing bolt attachment
bracket (EBAB)
Ammo harness

2541-01-666-1273
2541-01-666-1271
4030-01-666-1262
5342-01-666-1278
2541-01-666-4544
5340-01-666-1322

Side cargo net, NSN 2541-01-666-1273...

PS 790

2590-01-666-4602
2541-01-666-1489

...and top cargo net, NSN 2541-01-6661271 , keep gear and equipment secure
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M777A2, M119A2/A3 Towed Howitzers…

WATCH OUT FOR
CRADLE CRACKS

Cracks in our
cradles can
make us NMC!

I’d much rather
be on the
firing line than
deadlined!

Ctowed
rewmen, your M119A2/A3 and m7 7 7A2
howitzers can develop cracks
in the cradle structure. if that
happens, your fire missions won’t be
everything they’re cracked up to be!

Cracks can
appear on
travel lock
and axle
housing of
M777A2

if your m7 7 7A2 has welded purge
ports, cracks can appear on the top
of the travel lock and axle housing.
Any crack that’s four inches or more
from either side of the purge ports
makes the gun NMC.

The M119A2/A3 howitzers can develop
cracks in the weld between the elevation
block and the main cradle.
inspect all M119A2/A3 howitzers
right away for cracks in that area!
Find out how to inspect for cracks and
a lot more info by checking out TACOM
Maintenance information Message 18-004 at:

Inspect M119A2/A3 for cracks between
elevation block and main cradle

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/
message.cfm?id=MA18-004.html

You’ll find inspection procedures, PMCS changes to the operator and
maintenance manuals, NMC criteria and inspection forms by going to
TACOM Maintenance Action Message 18-008 at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA18-008.html

PS 790
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M2A3/M3A3 Bradley…

Thumb Nose at
Thumbscrew
Rust

hold on a
sec’! what’s
the Big iDEa!?

whaddaya mean? I’m
just goNna get this stuck
thumbscrew UNstUck one
way or ANotHer!

Later…
you were
right! A litTle
penetrating
fluid worked
a lot better
than a
wrench!

now aren’t ya
glad ya didn’t Do
Something raSh?

Crewmen, those driver’s hatch periscope thumbscrews sure do come in handy when removing
the periscope to install the night sight.
But rainwater and condensation can cause them to rust. Then they won’t move. And they
snap off if you use a wrench to try to unscrew ‘em.
Then your mechanic has to drill them out before new thumbscrews can be installed. And
guess what? That’s right. The new ones end up getting stuck, too.
Unstick stuck thumbscrews by spraying them with some penetrating fluid before trying to
loosen them. NSN 6850-00-973-9091 brings a case of 12 10-oz spray cans. Once you’ve got the
rusty thumbscrews out, get replacements with NSN 5305-01-106-7961.
Thumbscrews
stuck? Use
penetrating
fluid to
loosen

PS 790
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iF YOU PAY
ATTENtiON to
theSe Tips,
I CAN BE
pRoTeCtEd!

• Rust Busters Tip

of the Month

• Delaminated

Windshields:
More Q & A

PS 790
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Corrosion…

Bare metal
corrodes fast,
resulting in
costly repairs
and reduced
readiness.

Initial coating damage
(brown spots)

Delaminated coating due
to corrosion undercutting
(grey region)

Bare metal spots...
ugly rust patches...
flaking paint.
Small spots of
bare or rusty
metal need
field-level
attention
to prevent a
larger and
more costly
corrosion
problem.

these are the telltale signs of potential
corrosion problems that call for proper
surface preparation and spot painting.

But the success of spot
painting depends on

surface preparation,
which hinges on
two critical prep steps:
1) cleaning and
2) roughening.

Fortunately,
these trouble
spots can
generally be
cured with

spot painting.

PS 790
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Prep Step #1: Cleaning
Before spot painting,
surface cleaning must
be done to remove
dirt and grime.
if the surface isn’t
clean, paint won’t
apply evenly.

Choose abrasive
materials and their
degree of grit based
on the type of metal
underlying the bare
or rust spot.

If surface
isn’t clean,
paint won’t
stick

For example,
80 to 100 grit abrasive
cloth is best for
removing rust or cleaning
and polishing iron and
steel surfaces.

Power tools, like automatic sanders, or hand cleaning with abrasive paper
and wire brushes are acceptable abrasives. if you use power tools, however,
make sure you wear proper protective gear and follow environmentally
compliant methods to power grind surfaces using a HEPA vacuum.

if you see grainy
bumps or streaks
during painting or as
the paint dries, it’s a
sign that the surface
wasn’t clean.
The new paint will
likely peel or flake,
wasting your effort
and resources.

Use automatic sander, wire brush
or sand paper to roughen surfaces

So do it right
the first time!
Clean the surface of any: dirt, salt, lubes, and contaminants.
can YOu
name the
four best
methods
for proper
surFace
cleaning?

Detergents!
solvents!

alkaline
cleaners!

Sand the area and feather the edges to provide a smooth transition from
old coating to base metal. Lightly sand the surrounding intact paint with a
fine grit abrasive cloth (200 grit or higher) to slightly roughen it without
removing any paint.

Taper old paint and primer edges down to bare metal
steam
cleaning!

Original topcoat

Original primer
Bare metal
Within four hours
of sanding, wipe
the surface with
cleaning solvent.

it might take more than one of these
methods to fully clean the surface,
depending on how dirty it is.

Rinse the area well
afterwards and let
it dry completely.

Prep Step #2: Roughening
After a
thorough
cleaning,
the
surface
must be
roughened
with an
abrasive
material.

PS 790
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However, don’t
use anything more
abrasive than 100 grit
on close tolerance
parts because it
could cause damage.

Do this ASAP
to prevent
the freshly
sanded metal
from rusting.

Let the area
dry completely
after this
final cleaning,
then apply a
pretreatment
(typically a
primer coat).

Once the
primer cures,
you’re ready
to paint!

Coming next month in PS Magazine: sp ot painting tip s!
if you skip
or skimp on
this important
step, the paint
won’t stick and
once again, your
efforts will be
wasted!

12
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Additional Resources
For pretreating ferrous surfaces, follow TT-C-490F.
For aluminum, use MIL-DTL-5541F.
More guidance on surface prep and spot painting is also available in
TB 43-0213, WP 0032 & 0033, Corrosion Prevention and Control (CPAC) for
Army Wheeled Vehicles (Sep 12).
Get it from LOGSA at: https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home

PS 790
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HMMWVs…

now, some
answers to
those nagGing
questions!

here at PS Magazine, we
receive a lot of questions
about delaminated HMMWV
windshields. Questions like…

Demilitarization
Delaminated
up-armor ballistic
glass windshields have
a demil code of ‘‘D.’’

This mandates total
destruction of the item in
such a way that prevents
restoration or repair.

The easiest way to do this is to remove the panels
from vehicles and whack them with a blunt tool
(such as a sledge hammer) until they’re smashed.
Just make sure you use personal protective
equipment when destroying the glass.
Can you prevent
delamination damage?

See PS
639-60.

What damage qualifies
for replacement?

See PS
762-11.

When is it bad
enough to be NMC?

See PS
736-6-7.

What’s the NSN
for replacements?

See PS 760-18-19,
725-60 and 722-1 7.

This may seem wasteful, but ballistic glass isn’t
recyclable. And the regs require ‘‘D’’ coded
items to be demilitarized in this way to prevent
unauthorized use.

Turn-In Process

PS 639-60:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2006/639/639-60-61.pdf
PS 762-11:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2016/762/762-11.pdf
PS 736-6-7:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2014/736/736-06-07.pdf
PS 760-18-19, 725-60 and 722-17:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2016/760/760-18-19.pdf
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2013/725/725-60-61.pdf
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2013/722/722-17.pdf
But no one’s ever asked what to do
with the old delaminated up-armor
ballistic glass windshields until
a wise reader recently emailed
these questions:

790 14-15.indd All Pages

•
•
•
•

is there a turn-in process?
Are the windshields recyclable?
Can they simply be trashed?
What’s the guidance on this?

DoD Manual 4160.28, Defense

Once the
panels are
destroyed,
turn them
into DLA
Disposition
Services
(formerly
DRMO).

Demilitarization, Vol.2 (Mar
2017) has information on the
current policy, if you need
further guidance.

Follow the
procedures
in DoD
Manual
4160.21.

PS 790
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• PM to Keep

Your Buffalo
Roaming

PS 790
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M1272 Buffalo…

Dear Editor,
rs how
While teaching Soldie
intain the
to operate and ma
nce vehicle,
Buffalo route cleara
a few ways to
I’ve come up with
clearing trails:
keep the Buffalo

Vehicle won’t start? Check the main
electrical disconnect. Do this before
doing any troubleshooting. Sometimes
the switch gets flipped off during PMCS
and not switched back on. Then crews
think something major is wrong.

Check the red dot on the
front and rear cameras. The
dots should be at the 12 o’clock
position. If they’re not, the
cameras won’t give the right
picture. Vibration usually knocks
the cameras out of position.
So always check the cameras
before hitting the road.

Red dot at
12 o’clock?

Check electrical disconnect
before troubleshooting

PS 790
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Easy does it
with the air tank
pressure relief
cables. Yanking
on the cables
eventually breaks
them and it takes
hours to replace a
cable. Pull on the
cable just until you
hear air coming out.
That’s far enough.

Easy does it with ladder. When crews
exit the Buffalo, they sometimes let the
ladder slam down. That bends the ladder
and its hinge points and breaks the cable.
Lower the ladder by its cable to avoid
damage. And remember to lock the ladder
in place once everyone gets inside the
Buffalo. That way it won’t slam down when
you hit the first bump.

Step directly on the
ladder release. If your foot
is at an angle, you can damage
the release. If the release
sticks, lube it with CLP.

Lower ladder by
cable and don’t
drop it

Don’t yank air tank pressure relief cables

Use two people to
check the air digger
compressor reservoir.
To actually check the
sight glass, you must
remove three bolts on
each side of the 95-lb
door and then lower it.
If you try to do that on
your own, you’ll end up
walking funny.
Use a 17mm socket to
remove the bolts while
your helper holds the
door. The sight glass
should be 1/2 to 3/4 full.

Stencil “Vanguard Compressor Oil”
on the reservoir door so you don’t mistakenly
put hydraulic fluid in the reservoir. Then have your
helper hold the door in place while you reinstall the
bolts. That helps prevent cross-threading.

Keep fuel caps lubed. When fuel caps become difficult to turn, give their
threads a light coat of GAA. Otherwise, the caps can eventually seize.
Don’t let the fuel
nozzle scrape the
side of the fuel tank
opening. Rust tends to
form there. The nozzle
breaks the rust loose
and contaminates the
fuel. The only way to
clean out the rust is to
drain the tank.

PS 790
790 18-19.indd All Pages

Fuel filler
opening
gets rusty
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Step straight down on ladder release

Remove the
hydraulic tank
fluid cover with a
19mm hex socket
and a 1/2-in drive.
The TM doesn’t
mention that these
tools are required.
As a result, the
check is missed,
which leads to
arm failures.

PS 790

19mm hex socket required
but not mentioned in TM

19
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Air digger hose hung up? The hose coil is spring-loaded. If the spring is
worn, the hose hangs up. Try raising the arm 45 degrees and then extend and
retract it. That usually fixes it. If this happens a lot, tell your repairman so he
can replace the spring.
Strap everything down before hitting the road, including yourself.
Getting thrown around the vehicle or being hit by a flying TM is as dangerous
as the IEDs. I’ve seen Buffaloes completely stood on end by IEDs. If you’re not
wearing your seat belt, you could end up bouncing around like a pinball.

bcdefgh

whoa! I feel like
I’m in a pinball
machine!

I TOLd YoU guys
to wear YouR
seat belts!

If it takes you less than two hours to do PMCS, you’re not doing a
complete PMCS. Take your time and follow all the PMCS steps in the TM.
no,
You’RE
Not. PMCS
should
take AT
LEAst Two
HoUrs!

that PMCS
took only an
hour. we’re
gettin’ pretty
good at this!

SSG David Wise
Ft Leonard Wood, MO

PS 790

Editor’s note: Your tips will indeed keep Buffaloes
on the trail of mines. Very wise, SSG Wise. Thanks.
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fast Forward
for some great
ps articles!

• Rescue Hoist
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Devices Require
Inspections
New Apache
Flyer’s Helmet
TM Available
T700 Engine Manual
Only in IETM
Don’t Use
Unauthorized Tool
Need Shadow Help?
TB 43-180 Released
Need A2CU Flight
Suit NSNs?
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Rescue Hoist
Devices Require
Inspections

H-60L/M…

For example, the #420 rescue
seat should be maintained
and operated based on the
instructions in NAVAIR 13-1-6.5.
it specifies a placed-in-service
inspection for the seat, along
with a 180-day recurring
inspection that includes both a
tension and load test.
These devices must be able to
hold the weight so they don’t
fail during a rescue mission.

Performing inspections and
maintenance on rescue devices
ensures your safETY.

Inspect and maintain rescue seat like it
says in AWR 980 and NAVAIR 13-1-6.5

New Apache
Flyer’s Helmet
TM Available
Now that the e-model
Apache Aviator
Integrated Helmet
(AAIH) system has hit
the streets, maintaining
it becomes important.
So crack open the new
TM 1-1680-392-13&P for
all the good PMCS and
maintenance tips.

if you use the

#420 rescue seat,
here are some
questions for you:

Crews,

MEDEVAC
you
got
me?

when was the last time you loaded each
seat paddle with 250 pounds and suspended
it for 30 minutes to verify a load test?

rescue hoist
devices play
an important
role in saving
Soldier’s lives.

you’Re
gOod to
Go!

Has it been more than 180 days since
the last inspection?
How do you know the seat is
still serviceable?

You play a
similar role
by properly
maintaining
and inspecting
those devices.

if you can’t answer these questions, get
the required inspections done before you
use the seat again. And the same goes
for all other authorized devices for the
rescue hoist.
in addition, make sure you track the
inspections for each rescue hoist device.
That’s the only way to ensure personnel
can be rescued safely.

AWR 980 identifies all
authorized rescue devices
that can be attached to
the hoist. But some units
don’t know how to inspect
and maintain hoist devices.
That’s where AWR 980
comes in!
it gives you maintenance,
operation and inspection
information for each
rescue device.

PS 790
790 22-23.indd All Pages
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I suRe
Am Glad
they Take
rescue seat
maintenance
seriously.

Download it at:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
etmapp/#/etm/home

T700 Engine
Manual Only
in IETM
For all

T700-GE-700/701C/701D
engines, TM 1-2840-24823&P on EM 0271 (Jun 17)
is now available only as
an interactive electronic
technical manual (IETM).
The three previous PDF
manuals (TM 1-2840-24823&P-1, -2 and -3) are
rescinded.
That’s because of the
new “PDF button” feature
within the IETM that
allows users to open
each work package (WP)
in PDF format.

7/15/18 8:42 PM

AH-64D/E…

Don’t Use UnauthorIzed Tool
yeah. We caLl
it the spatula.
niFty litTle
tOol.

Have you
used this tool
before?

When it comes to resourcefulness, most aircraft
mechanics have a PhD. Using this tool may seem
logical, but in this case, side-stepping maintenance
procedures and using an unauthorized tool is not
the smart thing to do.
Variations of this tool have been found in
many Apache maintenance shops.

if you have any, get rid of them now!
Do not use any
version of this
unauthorized tool
on the main rotor
lead lag link!

Be safe rather
than sorry. Make
sure any and all
maintenance on
your Apache is
done following
DA-authenticated
technical manuals
and approved
tools.

Not So
Fast!

Remember:

For more information, check out h-64-16-AMAM-02.
Log in at:

m

echanics,
aviation safety
action message,

that nifty tOol,

Pn 7-3640610003-53,
and ANY version of
it is not authorized
at YoUr level of
Maintenance and
should be diSCaRDed.

AH-64-07ASAM-11, and
the AH-64 IETM
instruct you
to check for
a gap greater
than .020 inches
between the
bearing cap and
the retainer
every 25 flight
hours.

There’s a lead
lag link alignment
toOl, but that’s
onLy for depotlevel maintenance.

if the gap cannot be reduced below .020 inches by reseating or replacing
the retainer, the IETM and the ASAM tell you to remove the main rotor
blade and the lead lag link assembly to replace the hub bearing.
To accomplish the task, some maintainers have
been using an unauthorized homemade tool—
the lead lag link bearing cup wrench, or spatula—
to turn the bearing cap back into position during
replacement or the 25-hour gap inspection.

PS 790
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unauthorized tools and maintenance
practices can cause more aircraft
damage than they prevent.

While this may save
time, the tool could be
masking internal wear
that causes the caps to
rotate in the first place.

SEP 18

https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/default.aspx
Then type in this URL:
https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/FileHandler. ashx?
file=UFI_67afe2ff-c69a-41d3-9822-457d44af5122

Need Shadow Help?
When trouble arises with your Shadow unmanned aircraft, the Textron helpdesk is
ready to support your needs. You can reach them at (410) 628-4700 or email:
shadowhelpdesk@aai.textron.com
You can also reach the government Shadow office at:
usarmy.redstone.peo-avn.list.shadow-help@mail.mil

TB 43-180 Released
TB 43-180, Calibration and Repair Requirements for the Maintenance of Army
Material, is updated monthly and is now available on the LOGSA ETM website:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
Check it out for the latest on calibration and repair for your equipment.

7/25/18 7:50 PM

Clothing…

I’ve been looking everywhere
for the camo version, but all
I’ve found are these!

if you’ve been looking for the Army Aviation
Combat Uniform (A2CU) flight suit with the
operational camouflage pattern (OCP)…

…here are
the latest
NSNs…

Coat Size

NSN 8145-

Trouser Size

NSN 8145-

XS short
XS reg
XS long
S short
S reg
S long
M short
M reg
M long
L short
L reg
L long
XL short
XL reg
XL long

01-641-3701
01-641-3707
01-641-3709
01-641-3715
01-641-3723
01-641-3724
01-641-3725
01-641-3727
01-641-3729
01-641-3730
01-641-3732
01-641-3736
01-641-3737
01-641-3739
01-641-3741

XS short
XS reg
XS long
S short
S reg
S long
M short
M reg
M long
L short
L reg
L long
XL short
XL reg
XL long

01-641-4036
01-641-4043
01-641-4056
01-641-4057
01-641-4059
01-641-4063
01-641-4065
01-641-4066
01-641-4068
01-641-4071
01-641-4072
01-641-4074
01-641-4075
01-641-4076
01-641-4077
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I’m Dax Torthon,
captain of the
United Star
systems of
Orion-Cygnus ship
Star Strider.

The crew of this
ship performs a
crucial mission:
we protect the
USsO-C from the
Lothankian
Space Pirates.

The mechanics make sure that she flies straight and true,
that the systems are always properly calibrated and
that our hull plating will protect us from blasts.

Without preventive maintenance the Star Strider couldn’t perform its mission.
The Star
Strider racks
up a lot of
flying hours.

Our mission
is really
important…

…Almost as important as
the work that happens in
this hanger.

We make sure that the flight
surfaces, the control arrays
and all of the external
sensors stay in good repair.

The crew’s
safety
depends on
us doing
our job by
the book.

This is where the mechanics
perform preventive maintenance
on the Star Strider.

these laser
scars need to
be repaired.
The outside
of the ship
isn’t the only
place where
the mechanics
work their
magic.

There are
plenty of
things on the
inside that
also need PM.

yep.
otherwise,
there’ll be
risk of hull
breach.

PS 790
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We make sure
that the ship
stays well
stocked, so
the crew has
everything they
need to get
the job done.

Sergeant
Blade runs the
Commo Room.

There are
lots of
things to
keep an eye
on in space
besides the
Lothankian
Space
Pirates.

But the
mechanics
aren’t the
only folks
who make
sure that
the Star
Strider’s
ready for
action.

Even in the 26th
century we need to
make sure we have
enough rations
to feed the crew
and enough spare
parts to make any
needed repairs.
That’s where
supply comes in.

The Star Strider’s
crew flies on its
stomach.

if we can’t keep everyone
on board well fed and make
sure they have all of the
supplies they need for any
and all situations we’re in…

…then it
doesn’t matter
how well the
mechanics do
their jobs.

We make
sure that
the eyes and
the ears of
the Star
Strider
are always
ready to
help Dax
and his crew
protect the
USSO-C.
Without supply,
the mission is over
before it starts.
The crew of the Star Strider needs
more than just their ray guns, pulse
cannons and phase missiles to fight
the Lothankian Space Pirates.

They also need food,
water, fuel and lots
of other stuff. That’s
where we come in.
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C’mon. Our
next stop is
the Bridge.
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We couldn’t
complete any of our
missions without
their support.

The crew of the Star Strider gets
a lot of credit for beating back
the Lothankian Space Pirates time
after time, and they deserve it.

They work hard
and train for
everything they
might encounter
in space…

…from solar
wind storms…

…to Tulkrathian
space slugs!

I can only
imagine protecting
the United Star
Systems of OrionCygnus without
good preventive
maintenance and
logistics.

Because without
them…

what do you meaN
no one performed
PMCS on the ship?!
But our success depends on
the hard work that goes into
maintaining and supplying the ship
when we’re back on terra firma.
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…it simply wouldn’t
be possible.

later,the
thestar
star
later,
strider is
is on
on its
its
strider
next mission…
mission…
next

ensign deering,
what do yoU
have on radar?

7/30/18 5:52 PM

Captain Torthon,
we’ve picked up a
Lothankian cruiser.

Mister huer, Go
to red alert and
send everyone
to their battle
stations!

She’s ignoring our
hail and powering up
her weapons banks.

Aye, aye,
Captain.

Crew of the
Star Strider,
we’re on an
intercept course
to cut off a
Lothankian ship
from entering
USSO-C space.
We’re well
trained, well
maintained and
well stocked.
I have every bit
of confidence
that we will
carry the day.

Battle stations,
everyone.

Have my
boarding party
form up in the
airlock.

the adventure continues…

•
•
•
•
•

You Have Cleaning Choices!
Items Added to M249 AAL
Lock it or Lose it
Hammer Not Needed… But Grease Is!
Turn-in for Sights Change

also
featuring

mines

• Your

Minehound
Can Hunt… If
You Remember
These Tips!

• Watch Out!

also
featuring

missiles
• Catch Cab

Latch Cracks!
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YOU HAVE
CLEANING CHOICES!

M16-Series Rifle,
M4/M4A1 Carbine…

When it comes to
cleaning your M16 rifle
or M4/M4A1 carbine,
you have choices…

the convenience of
a kit or the economy
of ordering cleaning
tools individually.

The improved cleaning kit, NSN 1005-01-562-7 393,
which was the first approved kit, is now obsolete.
Your choices are now the individual cleaning kit
with multi-purpose tool, NSN 1005-01-653-9588,
and the same kit without the tool,
NSN 1005-01-624-1673.

Here’s what
comes with
the kit…

790 36-37.indd All Pages

the cheaper option
is to OrdEr cleaning
tOols individuaLly…

Item

NSN

Maintenance equipment case
Cleaning rod handle section
Cleaning rod sections (box of 25)
Swab holder
Bore brush
Chamber brush
Toothbrush
Cleaning brush
CLP, ½-oz bottle
Pipe cleaners (box of 1,344)
Small arms swab (1,000)

8465-00-781-9564
1005-01-113-0321
1005-00-050-6357
1005-00-937-2250
1005-00-903-1296
1005-00-999-1435
1005-00-494-6602
7920-00-205-2401
9150-01-102-1473
9920-00-292-9946
1005-00-912-4248

So don’t
order it.
if you order
everything
but the pipe
cleaners and
swabs, the
cost is less
than $30.

The kit with tool costs
more than $300 and
without the tool costs
just over $100.

Item

NSN

5.56mm slotted tip swab patch holder
5.56mm cotton swab patches
5.56mm chamber brush
Double-ended tooth brush
Cleaning rod handle section
Cleaning rod section
NATO adapter
30-in rifle/machine gun cleaning cable
5.56mm bore brush
Empty refillable bottle
5.56mm ripcord
Multi-purpose tool

1005-01-449-9315
1005-01-449-9257
1005-01-544-7698
1005-01-578-9925
1005-01-581-8146
1005-00-050-6357
1005-01-449-9674
1005-01-449-8934
1005-01-449-8980
1005-00-242-5687
1005-01-629-3981
5110-01-394-6252

The Army recommends that units
also order two team cleaning kits,
NSN 1005-01-653-9567, per squad.

that’s
one per
fire team.

The team kit includes
cleaning items like:
• scrapers
• picks
• lens brushes
• ripcords
that can be used on
»»pistols
»»rifles
»»carbines
»»machine guns
The kit costs
around $130.
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Items Added
to M249 AAL
The Army has added
more tools to the M249
machine gun’s arsenal.

more help?
GOod!

The following have been added
to the M249 ’s additional authorized
list (AAL)…

Item

NSN

Magazine,
cartridge
(200-round
softpack)
Short barrel
BFA (yellow)
Multi-tool,
folding
(Gerber®)
Grip, rifle
Cheekrest
assembly,
extended

Short barrel BFA

PN

1005-01-560-5162 13020698
1005-01-537-0491 13013543
5110-01-641-4777 30-00853
1005-01-521-1618 13008484
1005-01-591-5779 13026056

Rifle grip
Multi-tool
Cheek
rest

These items will be added to the rest of the AAL in TM 9-1005-201-10.
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M320/M320A1 Grenade Launcher…

tacom’s BUck SEweLl
has imporTant inFo
for SoldieRs who use
the M320 grenade
launcher.

thanks,
master
sergeant
half-mAst.

if you fire the M320/M320A1 grenade
launcher while fully extending its
buttstock, the vertical locking latch
bangs into the receiver.

Damaged

Not securely latching buttstock locking lever
lets buttstock slam into receiver, damaging it

Do that even
a couple of
times and the
receiver gets
chipped.

Once the receiver
is chipped, the
vertical latch can’t
hold the buttstock
on the weapon.

Lever

The right way is to depress
the serrated end of the
buttstock locking lever to
position the buttstock.
Make sure the buttstock
locking lever is securely
latched after extending the
buttstock so the buttstock
doesn’t chip the receiver.

during
PMCS ,
Check the
receiver
for:

PS 790

•
•
•
•

burrs
nicks
wear
chipping

Depress serrated end of buttstock
locking lever to position buttstock

As long as the damaged area is not
more than 1/4-inch in diameter, your
small arms repairman can file the
area smooth and coat with solid
film lubricant.

39

if the
damaged area
is larger, turn
in the grenade
launcher.
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M120A1 Mortar…

nO
hAmMeRs!
juSt mY
brEech cAp
ToOl and
A liTtle
GreasE
will do!

Dear Editor,
As a TACOM LAR, I see mortar units use a hammer to tighten the breech
caps on M120A1 mortars too often. That can cause the barrel’s white line not
to align with the firing pin, which shortens the M120mm cannon’s life.
The correct way to install the
Firing pin should align with white line on barrel
breech cap, according to WP 00312 in TM 9-1015-256-13&P, is to first
give the breech cap threads a light
coat of GAA grease. Then tighten
the breech cap by using the cap
removal tool. Back off a quarter
turn and then use a jerking motion
to finish tightening the cap. The
white line on the barrel must line
Line
Firing pin
up with the firing pin.
Elena Winchester
Ft Drum, NY

Turn-in
for Sights
Change
MY rePair and
turn-iN pRocEduReS
haVe chAnGed!

Editor’s note: If mortar crews follow the TM, they’ll
eliminate most firing problems. Thanks, Elena.

The M150 rifle combat optic (RCO), NSN 1240-01-5571897, and advanced combat optical gunsight (acog),
NSN 1240-01-534-1114, are no longer being sent to
their manufacturer for turn-in.
For turn-in, units should check for the latest
disposition instructions at TULSA or on the
Decision Support Tool (DST).
Go to TULSA at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/
Go to DST at the Logistics Information Website (LIW):

https://liw.logsa.army.mil
Contact the TACOM Optics and Binoculars Team at:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-optics@mail.mil Or
contact Chris Kline at DSN 786-1357, (586) 282-1357,
or email: christopher.m.kline4.civ@mail.mil
The M150 ’s TM 9-1240-416-13&P is being updated
with this new information.

you’re
darn
toOtin’ I
can StiLl
hunt!
lemMe
at those
mines!

Get the Powerhound Kit
Th e VM R2
or VM R2 +
Mi ne ho un d n
do w
w il l hu nt
u
m in es if yo

remember:
th es e ti ps

it’s an additional item that doesn’t come with the
Minehound. The Powerhound kit greatly increases
operation time because it makes it possible to use
BB-2590 and BB-2557 military standard batteries.
The BB-2590 provides around 32 hours of operations
and the BB-2557 11 hours. These are the only approved
batteries for the Powerhound.
Get the Powerhound power adapter with NSN 6130-01-6418160, the battery pouch with NSN 6665-01-644-1885 and
power cable with NSN 5995-01-641-5061.

Battery pouch

Power
adapter

Power cable

Get the Extra Strap
The Minehound comes with a shoulder sling, but you can also get
an optional weight mitigation strap from your forward support.
The extra strap better distributes the weight of the Minehound,
which means less fatigue for you and better focus. Generally,
operators should rotate every 20 minutes to avoid fatigue.

PS 790
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Practice Battery Basics
No juice means no detecting.
As part of your BEFORE PMCS,
test the spring-loaded battery
contacts for tension.

Keep the Detector Search Head Parallel to the Ground

Test contacts
for tension

You should be able to
depress the contacts and
see them move. if they don’t
move or don’t spring back when
released, tell your repairman.

Keep head parallel to ground and
no more than 2 inches from ground

Don’t Muscle Up On the Telescopic Pole
and Search Head Brake Screws

Wipe off the contacts with a
clean, soft cloth.

LO SS :

coverage

O= Operator
stance

S=Sweep
2”

If Error Codes
Won’t Go Away,
Turn Minehound
Off and On

speed

S= Search head
position

well, you turned
me off and on
and changed my
battery and i’vE
STiLL got these
dang eRror codEs.
I guesS I neEd to
be SwApPed oUt.

if that doesn’t
get rid of the
error codes,
change the
battery.

Forcing the screws
breaks them.
Use only the nonmetallic test piece
to adjust them.

Remember

L= Lane

Try to sweep one
meter per second
across a 1 1/2-meter
lane with the head
no more than
two inches off
the ground.

Also look for pitting and
other signs of arcing. They
indicate poor battery contact.

Clean the Contacts with a
No. 2 Pencil Eraser

That’s very important
on uneven ground.
if the head is at an
angle, it can give
you false ground
penetrating radar
(GPR) readings,
which could lead to
disaster.

Still no luck?
Turn in the
Minehound.
You’ve done all
you can do.

The Minehound should be
able to stand straight on
its own with the telescopic
pole fully extended, but
you should still be able to
adjust the search head.

Keep Your Distance
Stay at least two meters away from other Minehound operators. if there
are four or more operators, make that 10 meters. Otherwise, you’ll
interfere with each other’s readings.

There’s one
right there!
Now let’s go
find another
one.

Use the automatic channel selection to find the best channel
for eliminating electromagnetic interference (EMI).

hey! Get outta my
sPAce. YoU neEd to
back off at least
2 meters.
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The M50, unlike the M40
mask, has a serial number.
You can use the serial number
to make accountability easier in
accordance with your unit SOP.

M50 Protective Mask…

Watch
Out!

SSG Christopher Butler
Ft Leonard Wood, MO

Editor’s note: Excellent
advice, Sergeant. Thanks.

HIMARS…
Dear Editor,
Here are a few things Soldiers need to watch out for when using and caring
for their M50 masks:

Easy with the outsert. It’s
damaged more than any other item
on the mask. Soldiers force it off,
which breaks the outsert tabs and
cracks the center of the outsert.
The correct way is to grasp the top
and bottom of the outsert with both
hands and twist it up. It should come
off easily. If it doesn’t, don’t force it.
Tell your CBRN specialist.
Never go to the field without the
outsert. If an outsert is damaged, it
can be replaced for less than $20. If
the eye lenses are damaged, the facepiece assembly must be replaced.
CBRN specialists should keep extra
outserts on hand. They’ll need them.

Hold both sides of outsert and gently twist up
After cleaning,
make sure nose cup
retaining ring is
still in place

For storage of more than 30
days, install the faceform. That
helps the mask keep its shape. The
head harness straps just need to be
snug for storage. If you over-tighten
them, they lose their elasticity.
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Catch
Cab latch

C r ac ks!

After cleaning the mask, check
for the nosecup retaining ring.
It often disappears and you don’t
notice until the nose cup falls out. If
the retaining ring is missing, you must
order a new facepiece assembly.

PS 790

Use serial
number for
tracking
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I’ve got an
important check
for you to add
to my PMCs!
it’s about
mY cab LatCh
BRacKet.

Himars units are finding vehicles with cracked rear cab support latches. That could
be dangerous if the latch fails. The cab could pitch forward during a hard stop.
Before and after operations,
crews need to check the
support latch for cracks where
the latch bracket is welded to
the frame. Also look for any
loose bolts securing the bracket
to the frame.
Clean the area of any dirt
before inspecting the support
latch and its welds. Look closely.
Dirt and CARC paint can make
Check cab latch bracket for broken weld or loose bolts
it difficult to see cracks.
Any cracks or loose latch bolts make the HIMARS NMC.
This cab latch bracket check will be added to Item 8 in TM 9-2320-450-10-2’s PMCS.

7/25/18 7:50 PM

COMMUNICATIONS

• Help for Seeing

in the Dark!

• Cable and Wire

Handbook Drops

• MEP-804B

Alternator NSN

• New TM for

AN/PSQ-39

• Bigger Battery

Better!

• AN/VVS-2 Parts

Needed

• Keep Tabs

on Electronic
Equipment
Tool Kit
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AN/PVS-14, AN/PVS-7B/D Night Vision Devices…

I really can seE BetTer
in the DarK thanks to these
TiPs frOm Eric and DanUAl.

Glad we
could help,
HaLf-MAsT.

Dear Editor,
Through our work maintaining AN/PVS-14 and AN/PVS-7B/D night vision
devices at our Logistics Readiness Center (LRC), we offer these tips to help
Soldiers see in the dark:

Don’t remove the light interference
filter (LIF). Some Soldiers think the LIF
just gets in the way and they take it off.
It’s critical, though, to keep it screwed in.
It protects the image intensifier from laser
damage, but also protects the objective lens
from scratches and cracks. If the LIF gets
scratched up, it’s not that expensive to
replace. But replacing the image intensifier
or objective assembly isn’t just expensive,
it’s also time-consuming.
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NVD
LIF

Check for the battery cap
retainer. If the retainer is
gone, the battery cap soon will
be missing, too. Then your NVD is
useless. Order a new retainer
for the AN/PVS-14 or
the AN/PVS-7-B/D with NSN
6160-01-448-6355.

Retainer
Pack with care. Soldiers often put the NVD in its storage bag and
then stuff the mount on top of it. That usually results in a broken
monocular housing, which lets the dry nitrogen leak out.
The NVD fogs up and is difficult to see
through. The gain control knob and
power switch can also end up broken.
Soldiers should store the NVD
in one compartment of the
carrier and the mount in the
other compartment. And don’t
toss the carrier down or pile
stuff on it. Remember the
carrier doesn’t provide
that much protection.

Store NVD and mount in separate
compartments of carrier

Use lens paper, not your shirt, for
cleaning. Rough material like your shirt
scratches delicate and expensive lenses.
Your NVD should’ve come with a package
of lens paper in the carrier. If it’s missing
or used up, order NSN 6640-01-459-4239
for 50 sheets or get 100 sheets with
NSN 6640-00-240-5851.

Some units
are using a
new cleaning
device called
a Lenspen.

Eric Shove
Danual Smith
Ft Bragg, NC

while I realize it’s
important I go in the
arms room, I do insist,
my good man, that
you first remove my
battery. it’s a matter
of preservation, don’t
you see.

Editor’s note: We clearly see that these are
great NVD tips. Thanks and thanks again.

Cable and Wire Handbook Drops
A new publication, Training Circular (TC) 6-02.20, Cable and Wire Systems Handbook
(Jan 18), is available. The TC is a reference for personnel who install, maintain, test,
troubleshoot, repair, fabricate, replace or recover wire and cable for Army communication networks. The pub covers installing and recovering wire and cable lines, pole
climbing, splicing, wire ties, troubleshooting, wire line construction and wire records.
Local area and wide area networks are also covered. To download, look for TC
6-02.20 at: https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/TC.aspx

MEP-804B Alternator NSN
Get a direct current alternator for the engine used on the 15-kW, 50/60 Hz, MEP-804B
generator with NSN 6115-01-382-3940 (PN 581200-33-0). It replaces NSN 6115-01-5609146, which is shown as Item 8 in Fig 12 of TM 9-2815-254-24P (Jun 10). Please exhaust
NSN 6115-01-560-9146 first because it’s a terminal item.

New TM for AN/PSQ-39
One end is a brush…
…and the other is a cleaning tool.

Order it with NSN 1240-01-535-0972. It costs less than $7.
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As always,
REMOVE THE
BATTERIES FOR
STORAGE. When we
go to units, we usually
find half the NVDs
stored with their
batteries installed.
The batteries leak
and soon corrosion
has ruined the NVD. It
takes just seconds to
remove the batteries
but saves thousands
of dollars in the long
run. Make battery
removal part of the
turn-in process.

TM 11-5855-344-10 (Mar 18), the operator’s manual for the night vision AN/PSQ-39
viewer, NSN 5855-01-650-2680, has been released. Distribution is restricted, so you’ll
need to log in with your CAC to the Logistics Information Warehouse at:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
Then choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search for the TM by Pub Title Text, AN/PSQ-39.
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KG-250…

Bigger Battery Better!
See? I warned ya!
ya couldn’t handle
that KG-250 load
for very long.

Switching all KG-250 encryptors over to the longer-life C-cell battery and
housing will eliminate a lot of internal battery failures in KG-250 encryptors
Army-wide.
Soldiers can order the C-cell battery with NSN
Thanks for helping
6135-01-435-5558 and the C-cell battery housing
keep the dreaded
with NSN 6160-01-575-7749. These will greatly
purple light of
increase the KG-250’s lifespan.
death at bay, Greg!
ISSP Repair Process for CONUS
The ISSP process for KG-250 exchange has a few
steps. One step involves the unit’s property book
officer, but it’s not too complicated.
For instructions and assistance in replacing or
repairing KG-250s, contact Anthony Black at ISSP,
(520) 538-8005, or ISSP customer support at
(520) 538-1829/8381, or email:
usarmy.huachuca.cecom.mbx.ilsc-csla-issp@
mail.mil

Note: OCONUS users have different shipping
requirements. Verify with ISSP before shipping to
CONUS directly.
Gregory Janeczek
Ft Stewart, GA

Yup. For
such a little
device, it sure
drained me
fast.

Dear Editor,
Too often in my work as a CECOM Sensor LAR, I see systems with problems
because the KG-250 encryptor doesn’t work. The majority of the time, it’s
due to a tamper issue, or else the “purple light of death.”
Tamper issues are often resolved by resetting the encryptor with the
appropriate tamper key. However, if inserting the correct tamper key doesn’t
work, then the device needs to be turned in through the Army’s Information
Systems Security Program (ISSP) process for repair.
The “purple light of death” means the internal battery has expired. In that
case, the KG-250 must also go through the ISSP process. Once the internal
battery is drained, the KG-250 needs sustainment-level repair.
The KG-250’s internal battery should last three years if the device is
properly maintained. There’s a smaller 1/2 AA size battery and housing,
but it only extends the internal battery for three months. There’s a huge
difference in the storage time.
Soldiers seem confused as to which battery should be used for long-term
storage. Too often they let the KG-250’s internal battery go dead because
they aren’t using the proper battery storage option.
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AN/VVS-2 Parts Needed
The Army is
running short of
AN/VVS-2 night
vision driver
viewers and
their parts.
if you’re not
using these
viewers or
parts, turn
them in:

Nomenclature

NSN 5855-

AN/VVS-2(V)1A
AN/VVS-2(V)2A
AN/VVS-2(V)3
AN/VVS-2(V)4
Image intensifier
Eyepiece assembly
Housing assembly
Housing section
Eyepiece assembly
Housing assembly

01-096-0871
01-096-0872
01-105-7793
01-235-5489
01-027-1554
01-027-3628
01-047-9267
01-412-4385
01-433-7009
01-027-3639

send
v ie w e r s
and
parts
to:

W1A8 DLA Dist-Tobyhanna
Gibbs and 5th Streets
Warehouse 6, Bay 4
Tobyhanna PA 18466-5059
DODAAC W25G1W
Questions?

Contact sarah Kovacs at
(443) 395-1376 or email:

sarah.kovacs.civ@mail.mil

7/15/18 12:40 PM

TK-101/G…

Handle, socket wrench,
3
/8-in drive, 8-in long, hinged,
NSN 5120-00-240-5396
That’s why
I’m here. This
component list
will help sort
things out.

I don’t even
know where to
start inventory
on this tool kit!

Handle, socket wrench,
ratchet, reversible,
NSN 5120-00-240-5364

Flashlight, hand, 2-cell, NSN 6230-00-163-1856

Flashlight, hand, 5 1/2-in, 2-cell, NSN 6230-01-259-4495
Battery, nonrechargeable AA, (pkg of 2),
NSN 6135-01-165-0829
Brush, paint, squirrel tail, 1-in wide,
NSN 8020-00-245-4509
When you inventory
your TK-101/G ToOl kit,
NSN 5180-00-064-5178,
LIN W37483, there are
lots of bits n’ bobs
to sort out.

Use this
handy
component
list to check
that you’ve
got it all…

…and if
not, order
what you
need to keep
the kit fully
stocked!

Extension, socket wrench,
6 inches, 3/8-in drive,
NSN 5120-01-398-7673

Extension, socket wrench,
3 inches, 3/8-in drive,
NSN 5120-01-358-2759
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Key,
wrenching
(size in
inches)

NSN 5120-

.035
.050
.0625
.0781
.0937
.1250
.1406
.1562
.1875
.2187
.250

00-198-5400
00-198-5401
00-198-5398
00-224-2504
00-242-7410
00-240-5292
00-889-2163
00-198-5392
00-240-5300
00-242-7411
00-224-4659

Key set,
socket head screw, hexagon,
NSN 5120-01-428-7913
Key

NSN 5120-

2mm
2.5mm
3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
7mm
8mm
9mm
10mm
12mm

01-428-8038
01-437-1648
01-428-8088
01-428-8095
01-428-8036
01-428-8106
01-428-8044
01-428-7967
01-428-7975
01-437-1645
01-428-8030

Key set, socket head screw,
spline drive, L-type,
NSN 5120-00-087-6415

Key set,
socket head screw,
hexagon,
NSN 5120-00-729-6392

Key,
wrenching
(size in
inches)

NSN 5120-

.060
.070
.072
.078
.098
.115
.145
.1875

00-293-0195
00-224-2496
00-249-9670
00-781-8977
00-223-6995
00-224-2482
00-277-1724
00-198-5410
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Mirror,
inspection, all angles,
NSN 5120-01-313-4097

Nut driver, screwdriver type,
hexagonal wrenching set,
NSN 5120-00-542-5799, includes:

Nut driver, screwdriver type,
hexagonal wrenching set,
NSN 5120-00-542-5799, includes:
Rolls, tools and
accessories

NSN 5140-00-356-4503

Components

NSN 5120-

/ inch
/ inch
1/4 inch
5/16 inch
11/32 inch
3/8 inch
7/16 inch
1/2 inch
9/16 inch
3 16
7 32

No. 2, 1 1/2 inches
No. 1, 3 inches
No. 2, 4 inches
No. 3, 6 inches
No. 2, 8 inches

00-227-7293
01-398-9248
01-398-9244
00-234-8912
01-367-3801

Screwdriver, flat tip

NSN 5120-

/ tip, / long
/ tip, 2-in long
1/4-in tip, 4-in long
3/16-in tip, 5-in long
9/64-in tip, 8-in long

01-399-9144
01-429-6451
01-406-7728
01-487-3824
00-278-1267

1 1 2-in

1 8-in

00-224-2599
00-277-1801
00-241-3188
00-224-2596
00-293-0796
00-596-1263
00-222-1499
00-293-0375
00-294-9514

Flat tip screwdriver

Pliers, round nose,
short, without cutter, 6-in long,
NSN 5120-00-240-6172

Nine to the front
and six to the rear…

Screwdriver, ratchet, flat tip,
1
/4-in short end and 3/8-in long end,
NSN 5120-00-595-9574

Pliers, slip joint,
conduit type, 9-in long,
NSN 5120-00-624-8065

Screwdriver set,
jeweler’s swivel knob,
NSN 5120-00-288-8739
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NSN 5120-

1 4-in

Pliers, slip joint,
regular, with cutter, 6-in long,
NSN 5120-00-223-7396
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Philips screwdriver

Knife,
pocket, electrician’s, two blades,
NSN 5110-00-240-5943

Screwdriver, cross-tip,
Phillips (size, length)

54

Screwdriver

NSN 5120-

.025-in tip
.040-in tip
.055-in tip
.070-in tip
.080-in tip
.100-in tip

00-180-0705
00-180-0706
00-180-0727
00-180-0728
00-180-0729
00-180-0730
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Screwdriver,
offset, ratchet, crosspoint,
NSN 5120-00-892-5931

…that’s the way
we do it here!

Socket,
socket wrench set,
NSN 5120-01-429-3585,
includes:

NSN 5120-

8mm
9mm
10mm
11mm
12mm
13mm
14mm
15mm
16mm
17mm
18mm
19mm

01-348-9129
01-348-9130
01-348-9131
01-348-9132
01-348-9133
01-348-9134
01-348-9135
01-348-9136
01-348-9137
01-348-9243
01-348-9244
01-348-9245

• Plier wrench, 7-in long, adjustable with wire cutter, NSN 5120-00-494-1910
• Pliers, plain, 4-in long, with cushion grip handles, NSN 5110-00-764-4801
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Socket,
socket wrench set,
NSN 5120-01-429-3603,
includes:

/
/

14
5 16

/
/
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
11/16
3/4
13/16
7/8
11 32
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NSN 512001-350-1002
01-350-1003
01-350-1004
01-350-1005
01-350-1006
01-350-1007
01-350-0989
01-350-0990
01-350-0991
01-350-0992
01-350-0993
01-350-0988

Hand pliers,
wire stripper, 26 and 28 AWG
stranded, yellow handles,
NSN 5110-01-019-1772

Tool,
load-tightening,
NSN 5120-01-172-8079

Tape,
insulation, electrical,
black, 0.75 inch wide,
36 yards,
NSN 5970-00-419-4291

Tool box,
NSN 5140-01-534-3681

Universal joint,
socket wrench
attachment,
3
/8-in drive,
NSN 5120-00-224-9215

Wrench set,
spanner,
NSN 5120-00-658-9805

Wrench, open end,
adjustable

NSN 5120-

6-in long
8-in long

01-335-2216
01-335-2217

Wrench, box/open end,
combo

NSN 5120-

/ inch
/ inch
1/2 inch
9/16 inch

01-398-9294
01-398-9295
01-398-9221
01-398-9222
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Wrench, open end, adjustable

Wrench, box/open end, combo
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for B-Kits

• Finding Elusive SPIs
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Logistics Management…
Did ya forget
that this classy
armor needs
to be reported
separately in the
property book?

Hmmm.
Wonder why
our readiness
ratings took
a hit?

The following
table lists the

B-kit variants and
the vehicles they
belong to…

Heavy Tactical Vehicles

Medium and Light Medium
Tactical Vehicles

HEMTT B-kit, NSN 2450-01-552-6333,
LIN A91875, may be installed on the
following HEMTT tactical truck models:

Properly Accounting for B-Kits
Bolt-on
armor kits
(B-kits) give
a welcome
additional
layer of
protection
to heavy
and medium
tactical
vehicles.

why does
it MatTer?

But for property
accountability purposes,
B-kits are considered
separate components
from the vehicles.

Model

NSN 2320-

LIN

M977A4
M978A4
M983A4
M983A4 LET
M984A4
M985A4
M985A4 GMT
M1120A4

01-534-1091
01-534-1117
01-534-2228
01-534-2229
01-534-2245
01-534-1877
01-534-1887
01-534-1872

T59532
T58318
T88915
T60946
T63161
T59380
T59652
T55054

There
are
variants:

This means that B-kits
must be accounted for
separately in Global
Combat Support System–
Army (GCSS-Army).

Then you’ll
be protected
in your trucks
and on the
books.
Well, proper accounting
or correcting issues at
the property book level
can boost a unit’s overall
readiness ratings.

1. Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTT) B-kit, NSN 2450-01552-6333, LIN A91875 (installed on certain HEMTT tactical truck models);
2. Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) B-kit with 58-gal fuel tank
fire suppression (FTFS) kit, NSN 2540-01-552-7805, LIN A37814 (installed
on certain FMTV tactical truck models); and
3. FMTV B-kit with 78-gal FTFS kit, NSN 2540-01-576-3447, LIN A38064
(installed on certain FMTV tactical truck models).
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Model

NSN 2320-

LIN

M1078A1P2 W/W
M1078A1P2 WO/W
M1079A1P2 W/W
M1079A1P2 WO/W
M1083A1P2 W/W
M1083A1P2 WO/W

01-549-8611
01-549-8577
01-552-7749
01-552-7745
01-549-8565
01-549-8610

T42131
T59448
T62623
T62359
T41447
T41515

FMTV B-kit with 78-gal FTFS kit,
NSN 2540-01-576-3447, LIN A38064,
installed on the following FMTV tactical
truck models:

Remember to make sure any
B-kits are recorded correctly
on the property book.

And that’s a good thing!

3 B -kit

FMTV B-kit with 58-gal FTFS kit,
NSN 2540-01-552-7805, LIN A37814,
installed on the following FMTV tactical
truck models:

PS 790

Model

NSN 2320-

LIN

M1084A1P2
W/MHE WO/W
M1084A1P2/RSV
M1085A1P2 W/W
M1085A1P2 WO/W
M1086A1P2 W/W
M1086A1P2 WO/W
M1087A1P2 WO/W
M1088A1P2 W/W
M1088A1P2 WO/W
M1089A1P2
M1148A1P2
M1157A1P2 W/W
M1157A1P2 WO/W

01-552-7739

T59584

01-552-7739
01-552-7770
01-552-7773
01-552-7776
01-552-7780
01-552-7781
01-552-7753
01-552-7759
01-552-7762
01-557-4546
01-552-7782
01-552-7787

T59584
T93339
T93271
T62180
T62112
T67136
T61375
T88983
T94671
T54516
T65274
T65342
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Supply Management…

Finding Elusive SPIs
to get the SPI
for your item, use
your CAC and go to
the army enterprise
systems integration
program (AESIP).

if you’re still having
trouble finding the
SPI, send an emAiL
to LOGsa PsCc.

Dear Half-Mast,
I looked up the Army packaging instructions for a specific item in our
warehouse and it has a Special Packaging Instruction (SPI) number.
Who do I contact to get the SPI?
SPC C.H.

Dear Specialist,
To get the SPI for your item, use your CAC and go to the Army Enterprise
Systems Integration Program (AESIP): https://www.aesip.army.mil/irj/portal
Once you’re logged in, click on SPI/PDS Maintenance. Open the Choose Action
dropdown menu and select SPI-SEARCH. Enter the NIIN in the Material block and
click Search. If the SPI you’re looking for is listed, click View SPI. If the packaging
data isn’t listed in AESIP, search the Federal Logistics System (FED LOG) instead.
Once in FED LOG, select Search Interactive, then click the Army Interactive
Query tab. Enter the item’s NIIN in the NIIN field, select Search and click on the
Army Packaging tab to find the SPI.
If the item is a TACOM item and you have a CAC, you can also try to search for
the SPI here: https://www.ilsc.army.mil/packaging
If you’re still having trouble finding the SPI, send an email to LOGSA PSCC:
usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil
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GCSS-Army URL Change
On Page 59 of PS 786 (May 18) we encouraged readers to sign up
for automatic notifications from GCSS-Army. The information is
still available, but the URL has changed. To sign up for GCSS-Army
notifications go to: https://gcss.army.mil/Registration/Registration

EMS Monthly Newsletter
The Electronic Maintenance Software (EMS) team publishes a monthly newsletter featuring EMS
tips, important information about future releases and other EMS-related updates.
To subscribe, send an email to:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-electronic-maintenance-system@mail.mil

Desiccants Do the Job
Order a drum of 300 desiccant bags with NSN
6850-00-264-6571. Tuck bags in moisture-prone
spots to keep equipment corrosion at bay. Be
sure to place ’em where they won’t block vents,
fall into moving parts or otherwise jack up your
equipment. Replace desiccants as needed or
during scheduled services.

HMMWV A/C Louvers
NSN Correction
The HMMWV “Toss and Go” story on
Page 13 of PS 786 (May 18) contained two
transposed numbers in the A/C louvers
NSN. The correct NSN is 2540-01-536-3029.
Thanks to the alert reader who spotted
this typo!

M149A2, M1112 Water Trailer Tank Heater
Get a new Active Gear Co. diesel heater kit for the water tanks on your M149A2 and M1112
trailers with NSN 2990-20-005-7263. This heater kit replaces the old M67 immersion heater,
comes mostly assembled and is easy for field maintenance to install. The heater mounts to the
trailer’s drawbar, and comes with the manufacturer’s operator and maintenance manual. It’s
currently on back order, but delivery is expected by Oct 18. So get your orders in now before
the weather turns cold.

Light Trailer Wheel Assemblies Revisited
Page 13 of PS 766 (Sep 16) listed the wrong tire and wheel assembly for the M103A3, M105A2,
M149, M149A1, and M332 trailers. The correct NSN for those trailers is 2530-01-611-7619.
Only the M105A3 and M200A1 trailers use wheel assembly, NSN 2530-01-528-9461, that’s
listed in the chart. Make a note until a new chart is published.
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Not sure how long
annual services
should take?

Check the maintenance
allocation chart (MAC)
in your equipment’s TM.

